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Abstract
When the geometric dimensions become electrically large or
signal waveform rise times decrease, time delays must be in-
cluded in the modeling. We present an innovative PMOR tech-
nique for neutral delayed differential systems, which is based
on an efficient and reliable combination of univariate model or-
der reduction methods, amplitude and frequency scaling coef-
ficients and positive interpolation schemes. It is able to pro-
vide parameterized reduced order models passive by construc-
tion over the design space of interest. Pertinent numerical ex-
amples validate the proposed PMOR approach.
1 Introduction
Complex high-speed systems require 3-D electromagnetic
(EM) methods [1,2] as analysis and design tools. Large systems
of equations are usually generated by the use of these methods
and model order reduction (MOR) techniques are crucial to re-
duce the complexity of EM models and the computational cost
of the simulations, while retaining the important physical fea-
tures of the original system [3, 4]. Over the last years, the de-
velopment of methods to build reduced order models (ROMs)
of EM systems has been intensively investigated, with applica-
tions to interconnects, vias and high-speed packages [5, 6].
When signal waveform rise times decrease and the corre-
sponding frequency content increases or the geometric dimen-
sions become electrically large, time delays must be taken into
account and included in the modeling. Simply using rational
models can result in significant errors and artifacts. Therefore,
systems of neutral delayed differential equations (NDDE) [7]
becomes fundamental to accurately describe the behavior of
such structures.
Traditional MOR techniques perform model reduction only
with respect to frequency, but a typical design process includes
design space optimization and exploration, and thus it requires
repeated simulations for different design parameter values (e.g.
geometrical layout or substrate characteristics). Such design
activities call for parameterized model order reduction (PMOR)
methods that can reduce large systems of equations with respect
to frequency and other design parameters.
Over the years, a limited number of PMOR methods for
NDDE systems have been developed [8–10]. They are mainly
based on multidimensional moment-matching approaches. The
structure of such methods may present some computational
problems, and the resulting reduced models usually suffer from
oversize when the number of moments to match is high, ei-
ther because high accuracy (order) is required or because the
number of parameters is large. The selection of the multidi-
mensional expansion points and the number of multiparameter
moments need to be addressed in these methods.
This paper proposes a PMOR method for NDDE systems,
which is based on an efficient and reliable combination of
univariate model order reduction methods, amplitude and fre-
quency scaling coefficients and positive interpolation schemes.
An innovative passive interpolation of reduced systems at an
input-output level using amplitude and frequency scaling coef-
ficients is proposed, which considerably enhances the modeling
capability of standard positive interpolation schemes [11] and
allows to accurately model highly dynamic systems. The pro-
posed method does not have to deal with multiparameter mo-
ment computations and related issues. The expansion points
are chosen only along the frequency axis using an adaptive al-
gorithm [12]. Under the assumptions that the original NDDE
models are passive and the used univariate MOR methods are
passivity-preserving, the proposed PMOR method is able to
build parameterized reduced models that are passive over the
entire design space of interest.
2 NDDEs
Let us assume to be interested in generating an admittance
representation Y(𝑠) having output currents i𝑝(𝑡) under voltage
excitation v𝑝(𝑡). Considering a global number of unknowns is
𝑛𝑢, we have [12]
C (𝝉 )
𝑑x(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
= −G (𝝉 )x(𝑡) +Bu(𝑡) (1a)
i𝑝(𝑡) = L
𝑇x(𝑡) (1b)
where x(𝑡) ∈ ℜ𝑛𝑢×1 and 𝝉 ∈ ℜ𝑛𝜏×1 contains all delays. Con-
sidering an 𝑛𝑝-port formulation, where the only sources are the
voltage sources at the 𝑛𝑝-port nodes,B = LwithB ∈ ℜ𝑛𝑢×𝑛𝑝 .
Each delayed entry of matrices C (𝝉 ) and G (𝝉 ) act as a delay
operator for the corresponding entry of vector x(𝑡). Hence, (1)
can be re-written in the Laplace domain as:
𝑠C(𝑠)X(𝑠) = −G(𝑠)X(𝑠) +BV𝑝(𝑠) (2)
I𝑝(𝑠) = L
𝑇X(𝑠) (3)
C(𝑠) = C0 +
𝑛𝜏∑
𝑘=1
C𝑘𝑒
−𝑠𝜏𝑘 (4)
G(𝑠) = G0 +
𝑛𝜏∑
𝑘=1
G𝑘𝑒
−𝑠𝜏𝑘 (5)
which corresponds to the admittance transfer function
Y(𝑠) = L𝑇 (𝑠C(𝑠) +G(𝑠))−1B (6)
Among all EM methods, the Partial Element Equivalent Cir-
cuit (PEEC) method [2] has been found particularly useful for
modeling PCBs, interconnects, and power systems. The PEEC
method uses a circuit interpretation of the Electric Field Inte-
gral Equation (EFIE) and it is especially suitable to problems
involving both electromagnetic fields and circuits. To generate
the NDDE systems used in the numerical examples, we have
used a PEEC formulation which includes delay elements, called
𝜏PEEC method [7, 12].
3 Parameterized Model Order Reduction
Considering the influence of the design parameters 𝒈 =
(𝑔(1), ..., 𝑔(N)) such as layout and substrate features, the for-
mulation (1a)-(1b) becomes
C(𝝉 , 𝒈)
𝑑x(𝑡, 𝒈)
𝑑𝑡
= −G(𝝉 , 𝒈)x(𝑡, 𝒈) +B(𝒈)u(𝑡) (7a)
i𝑝(𝑡, 𝒈) = L(𝒈)
𝑇x(𝑡, 𝒈) (7b)
while (6) becomes
Y(𝑠, 𝒈) = L(𝒈)
𝑇
(𝑠C(𝑠, 𝒈) +G(𝑠, 𝒈))−1B(𝒈) (8)
In this section, we describe a PMOR algorithm that is able to
include, in addition to frequency, N design parameters 𝒈 =
(𝑔(1), ..., 𝑔(N)) in the reduced order model. The main objective
of this PMOR method is to accurately approximate the original
scalable system (having a high complexity) with a reduced scal-
able system (having a low complexity) by capturing the behav-
ior of the original system with respect to frequency and other
design parameters.
3.1 𝜏ROMs The proposed PMOR technique starts by com-
puting a set of reduced order models of the admittance matrix
Y(𝑠, 𝒈) = L𝑇 (𝒈)(𝑠C(𝑠, 𝒈)+G(𝑠, 𝒈))−1B(𝒈), called 𝜏ROMs,
using the MOR method described in [12] for a set of points in
the design space, that we call estimation design space grid. The
design space𝒟(𝒈) is considered as the parameter space 𝒫(𝑠, 𝒈)
without frequency. The parameter space 𝒫(𝑠, 𝒈) contains all
parameters (𝑠, 𝒈). If the parameter space is N-dimensional, the
design space is (N-1)-dimensional. Two design space grids are
used in the modeling process: an estimation grid and a valida-
tion grid. The first grid is utilized to build the 𝜏ROMs. The
second grid is utilized to assess the capability of parameterized
reduced models of describing the system under study in a set
of points of the design space previously not used for the con-
struction of the 𝜏ROMs. To clarify the use of these two design
space grids, we show in Fig. 1 a possible estimation and val-
idation design space grid in the case of two design parameters
𝒈 = (𝑔(1), 𝑔(2)). A 𝜏ROM is built for each red cross (x) point in
the design space. The set of 𝜏ROMs is further modeled, as ex-
plained in what follows, to build a parameterized reduced model
that is evaluated and compared with original NDDE models re-
lated to the blue circle (o) design space points. We note that
these blue circle (o) points are not used for the generation of
the 𝜏ROMs.
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Figure 1: An example of estimation and validation design space
grid.
N-dimensional and scattered design space grids can also be
treated by the proposed PMOR technique that does not impose
any constraint on the number of design parameters and the dis-
tribution of 𝜏ROMs in the design space.
3.2 Amplitude and Frequency Scaling Coefficients After
the computation of the 𝜏ROMs, the next step is building a pa-
rameterized ROM R(𝑠, 𝒈). The design space is divided into
cells using hyperrectangles (regular grids) [13] or simplices
(regular and scattered grids) [14].
Once the design space is divided into cells, a local param-
eterized model is associated to every cell that is a subdomain
of the entire design space. We indicate a cell region of the
design space as Ω𝑖, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑃 and the corresponding ver-
tices as 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, ..., 𝑄. We note that each vertex corre-
sponds to a 𝜏ROM R(𝑠, 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑘 ). For each cell, an optimization
procedure is used to find the amplitude and frequency scaling
system coefficients that make each vertex an accurate approx-
imant of the other cell vertices. For each vertex R(𝑠, 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑘 ), a
set of scaling 𝛼1,𝑘(𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑄 and frequency shifting
𝛼2,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 ), 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑄 real coefficients are found, such that
𝛼1,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 )R(𝑠𝛼2,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 ), 𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑘 ) ≃ R(𝑠, 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑗 ), 𝑗 ∕= 𝑘 (9)
𝛼1,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 ) = 𝛼2,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 ) = 1, 𝑗 = 𝑘 (10)
The termR(𝑠, 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑗 ) in (9) can be a sampled frequency response
based on the original or reduced model at the specific cell ver-
tex. The weighted RMS-error [12] can be used as a cost func-
tion to be minimized in the optimization process. If the re-
sponse of the system under modeling needs to be computed
in a specific design space point 𝒈, a subdomain that contains
𝒈 is to be found. For each vertex 𝜏ROM of the found subdo-
main, the corresponding sets of amplitude and frequency scal-
ing coefficients 𝛼1,𝑘(𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑗 ), 𝛼2,𝑘(𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑗 ) are interpolated in 𝒈 and
a model ?ˆ?1,𝑘R(𝑠?ˆ?2,𝑘, 𝒈 Ω𝑖𝑘 ) is built, where ?ˆ?1,𝑘 = 𝛼1,𝑘(𝒈)
and ?ˆ?2,𝑘 = 𝛼2,𝑘(𝒈). Finally, the set of modified 𝜏ROMs
?ˆ?1,𝑘R(𝑠?ˆ?2,𝑘, 𝒈
Ω𝑖
𝑘 ), 𝑘 = 1, ..., 𝑄, can be interpolated at an in-
put/output level as described in [11].
We verified that the use of simple scaling coefficients leads
to good results in terms of accuracy, while making the opti-
mization faster and independent from the number of ports. Un-
der the assumptions that the original NDDE models are passive
and the MOR method used to provide the 𝜏ROMs is passivity-
preserving, the proposed PMOR method is able to build param-
eterized reduced models that are passive over the entire design
space of interest. We omit the proof due to the lack of space
and more details can be found in [15].
4 Numerical example
This section presents a numerical example to validate the
proposed PMOR approach. The worst case weighted RMS-
error [12] over the validation grid is chosen to assess the ac-
curacy and quality of parameterized ROMs.
4.1 Multiconductor system with variable length A multi-
conductor system has been modeled in this example. The struc-
ture is shown in Fig. 2. A bivariate 𝜏ROM is built as a function
of the length 𝐿 in addition to frequency. Their corresponding
ranges are shown in Table 1.
Figure 2: Structure of the multiconductor system.
The 𝜏PEEC method is used to compute the C,G,B,L ma-
trices in (1a)-(1b) for 11 values of 𝐿. Then, we have built re-
duced models for 6 values of 𝐿 by means of the MOR algorithm
Table 1: Parameters of the multiconductor system.
Parameter Min Max
Frequency (𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞) 1 Hz 15 GHz
Length (𝐿) 1 cm 2 cm
described in [12]. Table 2 shows the order and the number of
delays of these 6 𝜏PEEC models and corresponding 𝜏ROMs.
Table 2: (Order,delays) of 𝜏PEEC models and 𝜏ROMs.
𝜏PEEC models 𝜏ROMs
𝐿1 (1992,466) (48,466)
𝐿2 (2184,491) (64,491)
𝐿3 (2472,512) (80,512)
𝐿4 (2664,526) (80,526)
𝐿5 (2952,547) (80,547)
𝐿6 (3144,559) (80,559)
A bivariate 𝜏ROM is obtained using the proposed PMOR
method with the piecewise linear interpolation scheme. Fig.
3 shows the magnitude of the parameterized reduced model of
Y11(𝑠, 𝐿). Fig. 4 shows the magnitude of Y15(𝑠, 𝐿) for the
length values 𝐿 = {1.1, 1.5, 1.9} cm. These specific 𝐿 values
have not been used in the 𝜏ROMs generation process, neverthe-
less an excellent agreement between reduced and PEEC models
can be observed. The worst case weighted RMS-error is equal
to 0.08. As clearly seen, the parameterized reduced model cap-
tures very accurately the behavior of the system.
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Figure 3: Magnitude of the bivariate 𝜏ROM of Y11(𝑠, 𝐿).
5 Conclusions
We have presented a new PMOR technique applicable to
NDDE systems. It is based on an efficient and reliable com-
bination of univariate model order reduction methods, ampli-
tude and frequency scaling coefficients and positive interpola-
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Figure 4: Magnitude of the bivariate 𝜏ROMs ofY15(𝑠, 𝐿) (𝐿 =
{1.1, 1.5, 1.9} cm).
tion schemes. The proposed method does not have to deal with
multiparameter moment computation and related issues. The
expansion points are chosen only along the frequency axis us-
ing an adaptive algorithm. Under the assumptions that the orig-
inal NDDE models are passive and the used univariate MOR
methods are passivity-preserving, the proposed PMOR method
is able to build parameterized reduced models that are passive
over the entire design space of interest. Numerical results have
validated the proposed PMOR approach, showing that it is able
to build very accurate parameterized ROMs of dynamic NDDE
systems.
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